
President deliven hisgame plan for Depaflment head

the future ofSouthern Poly issue rages on
Bryan Garnwn Bryan Cannon

job is to determine the balance between those

He feels it is important to take all of the issues

in when it comes to making those decisions

and committed himself to making sure we
have all the facts and making sure everyone

understands all the facts stressing the equal

importance of both having and understanding

the facts

His third indiiiduals

administrative

philosophy
involves making

Ithe college

1present and

uture oriented

He stressed his

belief of keeping

your eyes on the

rrize for the

future of the

Some of

the important
smiles as he polishes his notes for

aspects of being

present and

future orientated involve planning ahead for the

future ofthe school as well as getting the steps

in place today to make sure that the goals set

forth in the coming years are achieved

The fourth item Dr Papp stressed was

the need to be responsible and responsive
We must know where we are going he points

out And the fifth issue that he brought to ..

See Presidents Notes Page

Whas Inside

Check out the

back page for

the Spring

Deans fist

On July 1st our new interim president

Dr Daniel Papp held an open forum for all

faculty staff and administration members

where he laid out his game plan for his one-

year term as President

Dr Papp addressed five major
administrative philosophies that he plans to

have his administration operate underthis year

The first of these goals is

to be open inclusive and

responsive Dr Papp
feels that its necessary

open the lines of

communication between
both faculty and students

He feels that it is important

to include all of those

opinions that are involved

in the issues at hand anc
that issues must be met

The second Dr

with open arms

world domination

Since Dr Travis memo was released

to the five department heads Social
International Studies Humanities Computer

Science Electrical and Mechanical stating

that they were guilty of insubordination and

would no longer serve as department heads

the campus has been awash in speculation

about what is going to happen to those five

In following up on the story that The

STING first published in our June 3rd issue

spoke with several of the parties involved

What follows are the facts of the case as it

now stands and the opinions of just few of

those parties that are directly involved

As we went to press the five

department heads had been denied their

appeal to Dr Travis thatthey be re-instated as

department heads From this appeal the five

individuals have the option oftaking their case

before the Board of Regents but it is premature

to say if this step will be taken

During Dr Papps address to the

campus he opened up the opportunity to

answer any questions any attending members

had When questioned about the department

heads Dr Papp commented that it is

premature to put permanent department
heads into place because it is still unclear as

to how far the department heads decide to take

this issue He was also asked if he had ..

See Department Heads page

philosophy stressed was

the be both people and

institution oriented Dr Papp feels that as

college there are certain issues that need to

be looked at from an overall perspective he

feels that some decisions that are good for the

college are not necessarily good for specific

individuals referrring to this as balancing

actthat requires carefulthought In the same

regard some decisions may be good for the

individual but bad for the college he feels his

Steel Bk a8 team at comptetion
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TheSTlAG is published bi-monthly for the students faculty and staff of Southern

Polytechnic State University TheSl7hV is an official publication of Southern

Polytechnic State University The ideas expressed herein arethose of the editor or

the individual authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the students

faculty or staff of Southern Polytechnic State University or the University System

of Georgia

The local advertising rate of TheSTlaYG is five dollars per column inch for ads

smaller than one quarter page Other prices available upon request Ads for

service and professional organizations on campus are free but no run date can

be guaranteed Classified ads are handled by Pezign Media at 770/944-7160 All

classified ad inquiries should be addressed tothem For more information contact

TheST1eYG at 7701528-7310

Letters to the Editor

TheST1AG welcomes letters on any topic Letters should be typed or neatly

printed double-spaced and should not exceed three hundred words Letters must

include name address and phonenumber for verification purposes but names

may be withheld on request Unsigned letters will not be printed The ST1eYG

reserves the right to edit letters for style content or size All letters are run on

space-available basis Please send all letters to TheST1iYG Southern Polytechnic

State University 1100 South Marietta Parkway Marietta GA 30060-2896 or

mail Vortex0OO7mindspring.com or drop them off at TheST1iYG office Room
252 in the Joe Mack Wilson Student Center All letters must be in before the

deadline printed below

Words fromthe editor

Thanks for picking up the first summer 97 edition of TheS7lAG If

you area regular reader than you have obviously noticed some

big changes Id like to devote this column to introducing myself to

you as well as giving you small preview of where TheST1AV is

going while Im behind the reigns

My name is Bryan Garmon Fall quarter will mark my third quarter

here at Southern Poly Ive just recently changed majors from

Computer Science to the School of Management so for those of

you that ran into during my few computer classes hope to see

you around campus Im not going to go too deep into my personal

life but outside of school run small computer-consulting firm

called After Six

Computers
work part-time

like having

steady paycheck
for company in

Buckhead
named Harbinger

ED1 Outside of

work and school

Im writer

Currently am
writing my first

novel which if

everything goes

according to

plan will be on

the bestsellers

list before the end

of98 lmawriter

by trade who loves computers go figure As said Im not going

to get very personal so think that about covers me

Now that Ive introduced myself lets focus on where TheST1AV is

headed As you have probably noticed our masthead and layout

has changed This summer we are going to be making some big

and some small changes in order to debut our brand new look for

the big Freshman issue so please bear with us as we make this

transition Some of those changes will include redesigning all of

the mastheads for each of the feature pages We are looking into

expanding the number of pages in the paper which will give us the

opportunity to give you better music and movie reviews But more

importantly it will give us the extra space we need to report on

more of whats going on around campus

Internally we are also changing the way things are done We are

upgrading all of our computers as well as upgrading our current

network setup Unfortunately with this computer upgrade we have

been forced to skip the July 29th issue personally would like to

extend my apologies for this but in light of the changes we are

maiiing we really have no choice This decision means that we
will do one more issue this summer before we concentrate on our

Freshman issue But our internal decisions arent as exciting as

some of the other things we have lined up for our readers

We are currently working outthe details that will allow us to launch

TheSTMG onto the WWW As technology makes our lives easier it

isthe philosophy ofTheSlliYGto embracethose changesthat allow

us to better communicate with our readers We will be adding The

5th Wave by BillTennantto ourselection ofcomics In otherareas

we are going to be adding spot color here and there as the year

goes by Hopefully this will add to your enjoyment of reading the

paper So its going to be some exciting times But enough about

us As you can see by our cover story weve got some interesting

things going on right now so grab cup of coffee and dig in Just

one last thing before you go -- we are always looking for your

feedback so if you see something that really bugs you the doors

Articles must be submitted by the deadline printed below and typed on 3.5 inch

PC computer disc Please limit articles to two hundred words All such articles are

subject to editing for style or content and are run on space-available basis

Price

TheSTlA offers to every student faculty staff member alumni and official

visitor of Southern Poly complimentary copies of each issue numbering up to

0.25% of the print run for the respectEve issue Every copy above 0.25% is to be

purchased according to aprice set by TheST1iYG Taking more copies of an issue

that constitutes 0.25% of the print run of that issue is THEFT and criminal

offense

Any student paying Activity Fees is eligible to join TheSTMV We prefer creative

students who have passed English 11 Come to our meetings Wednesdays at

noon in TheSflAV office Room 252 in the Joe Mack Wilson Student Center or

call 770/528-7310

The Next Deadline

All organization articles letters to the editor advertisement requests and public

service annlouncements must be turned in to TheST1AV by August 997 to

be considered for the August issue

c- The MV
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Each yearthe American Institute for Steel

Construction holds National Steel Bridge

Building Competition where engineering and

engineering technology universities from across

the country compete to be the best Only the first

and second place winners from each region are

invited to

compete in

nationa
competition
After many
months of

preparation the

Southern
Polytechnic
State University

Steel Bridge

Team was ready

for battle The

scene of the

battle was at the

alifo rn

Polytechnic
State University

in Pomona California Among the enemy were

well-respected and known engineering

universities However after regional competitions

it was already known thatthe University of Florida

was the team to beat

Each bridge at the competition is ranked

in the following categories Construction Speed

Stiffness Economy and Efficiency The

champions are determined by adding the rank

up for each separate contest the lowest score

wins

Upon arrival each team draws starting

position which determines the order in which the

teams are to construct and load their bridges

panel of judges overlooks the construction and

loading which keeps each team abiding by the

rules

Southern Poly drew fourth in the order to

construct their bridge This is sometimes bad

because the first few teams allow the judges to

build rhythm and determine exactly what is

legal While constructing their bridge in what is

belieed to be their fastest pace ever the judge

stopped Southern Polys construction for laying

web members across the deck This procedure

was perfectly legal and was not considered

safety hazard therefore they should not

have been stopped This considerably

effected their construction time although

they drew no penalties As the day

progressed they found themselves tied for

first place

They knew

that if they

had not

been
stopped
they would

have been

in first

place After

protesting

to the head

judge they

were
allowed to

reconstruct

their bridge

Atthis point

they had to make decision If they could

beat 220 they would have first place If they

pulled penalty they could drop below

second place Southern Poly has been

second in the nation in the past and had

worked too hard to settle for second this time

around As team they decided to go for

the gold especially since it was their arch

enemy University of Florida tied with them

in first place

Like father who just watched his

son hit his first home run Professor

Orlandella stood proud and in full agreement

with the decision they had made After they

had rebuilt the bridge Professor Orlandella

looked like he had gotten coal for Christmas

Southern Poly drew penalty by stepping in

the river knocking their overall position back

to fourth place gamble for first they had

taken gamble they had lost If you ask if

they would do it again the steel bridge team

would have to say Absolutely The decision

they made was that of courage and

competitiveness that of champions They left

no doubt that they meant business and that

they would settle for nothing less than the

Contributed

gold Their supporters deserve nothing less Itb

was very pressure packed and exciting

situation the team can only apologize for1

blowing it However they do not apologize for

going for it Next year with hard work and

little bit of luck the gold will come back to the

Southern Poly Steel Bridge Team for the

students faculty and all of their supporters to

relish in victory

Departmentlleads

the ability to re-instate those department

heads and told the audience that he assumes1

that he has the authority

Professor Ronald Young the acting

department head for Mechanical Engineering

commented that while he is unclear as to the

effects this decision is having on other

departments he knows that there is no way
could have come in with 24 hours notice

and pick right up where Dr Pierce had left off

on some issues

The biggest issue seems to be getting

ready for the conversion for semesters and in

the Mechanical Engineering department Dr

Young was heavily involved in that process For

this reason Dr Pierce has been allowed to

retain most of his major duties including the

semester conversion planning as well as

scheduling

Professor Young offered the comment

that being deparment head is aboutthe work

done behind the scenes to make the processes

of running the college and its departments as

smoothly as possible For the students as ii

stands now it will simply mean that they are

going to have to turn to new person to handle

some of their requests My biggest concern is

notto burn any students said Young For the

ca ee ri rtm nt in

particular this is an important issue due to the

fact that in eight months Dr Young is retiring

The majority of the faculty are in fu

support for their re-instatement Pierce is one

of the finest dept heads around and it would

be shame to lose him said Young We are

very blessed to have him as our departmenl

head he continued

Sentiments like this were alsc

expressed in the form ofgreen ribbons Shortl

after the news hit the campus students anc

faculty donned green ribbons to show theii

support for their department heads The rocli

was also painted black with green ribbons tc

express the students support

Southern Po Steel BHdge Team goes for the gold

ccrntd fsvm page one

International forum
The Department of Social International Studies is pleased to announce the upcoming

dates for our annual International Forum lecture series These one-hour lectures are from

Noon to 00 PM in the Student Center Ballroom We welcome all Southern Polytechnic

employees and students This years theme is Cultural Values

Thursday May China Speaker Dr John Preston

Thursday May South Africa Speaker Professor Faye Spencer Edwards

_________________________
The STiNG



IIistor ofSouthern Poly
Dr Rithard Bennett

After the structural reorganization of 976 had been in place for approximately months
different interested parties at Southern Tech began to assess the effectivenesé Among the
faculty it seemed little had changed in so far as their problems with Georgia Tech were concerned
Students were less united in their desire for separation though the leadership of the student
body had become convinced that separation was necessary In addition turf battle between
the alumni and the administration in late 977 estranged many of the active alumni from the
Southern Tech administration

In surprise move in November 977 Dean Carlson reorganized the Placement Public

Relations and related offices into single department personality clash resulted which
broughtthe alumni into the issue because one ofthe former department heads was also treasurer

of the Alumni Association and directly involved in the fledgling Southern Tech Foundation the
Southern Tech Foundation had been established as response to allegations of contribution

mishandling by GeorgiaTech When this clash led to the departure of the treasurer of the
Alumni Association from Southern Tech it also strained relations between the Alumni Association
andtheadministration

In December of 977 the situation at Southern Tech began to unravel At joint meeting
of the Georgia Student Advisory Council the Board of Regents and the Chancellor serious
exchange erupted between Southern Techs Student Government Association président Tom
Sanford and the Chancellor When the Council asked the Regents to consider the Georgia
Tech-Southern Tech relationship the Chancellor asserted this had been done and changes
made accordingly However in subsequent comments the Vice-Chancellor revealed that it was
unclear to the Chancellors office where Engineering Technology fit in the state educational
system To Southern Tech this exchange indicated that any movement for separation would
need to win the support of the Chancellors office however there were also indications that at
the moment some Regents appeared sympathetic to Southern Techs interests

During Winter Quarter 1978 multiple petitions and resolutions were forwarded to the
Chancellors office and the Regents from Southern Tech faculty and students asking that

study committee be created to investigate the relationship between the two schools In April
when the Regents pressed the Chancellor he indicated that segregation issues were taking
precedence in his office but when pressed further he admitted the southern Tech issue had
already been under study forten years Though no immediate action ensued perhaps because
southern Techs enrollment was up 7% while system wide enrollment had declined 0.1 the
framework for action was being developed

In May 978 formal committee was established to consider the Southern Tech issue
Eventually three options emerged separation complete union in which Southern Tech would
cease to exist and the facility in Marietta would become branch campus of Georgia Tech
mostly for Technology studies or leaving the relationship basically unchanged It was clear to
most that the last option was unacceptable During the ensuing months as Georgia Techs
President and the Southern Tech administration moved toward the union option most of Southern
Techs students faculty and alumni were moving strongly in the opposite direction

Math Stinger
Dr Joel Fowler

The puzzle for last issue was to find which permutation of the digits through would
be 00000th if all of those permutations were treated as numbers and listed in numeric order
The answer is 358926471 Correct answers were received from Jie Vu Alan Gabrielli Michael
Harris and John Walker

For this issues puzzle it is helpful to have studied permutations and combinations
Suppose that 00 points are scattered around the rim of circle All possible lines are drawn
connecting pairs of these points Some of these lines intersect and some do not The puzzle
is to determine how many intersection points there are if no three of the lines meet in point

The Math Stinger is now on the web You can find it on the Mathematics Department
page on the Southern Poly Web site Answers should be sent via conventional methods or
mail jfowIerspsu.edu to Joel Fowler in the Mathematics Department Correct answers and
the names of the first to find them will be printed in the next issue of The ST1eYG

Presidents notes

Contdfwm fwnt page

the floor was being held accountable He
states that at times faculty staff and
administrators will have to look at themselves

and ask the all-important question Did we do
our jobs The second part to answering the

question ofwhether or not each person did their

jobs comes in being responsive to the answers
that those questions lead to

After discussing each philosophy at

length Dr Papp touched on the many things

that his administration will actually do during
1997-98 Those include restoring the campus
community developing strategic plans for the

future ofthe school

When his presidency is over he will hand
the incoming president portfolio of the

programs processes and personal in order to

make the new presidents beginning months
on the job somewhat easier but also as

measure to ensure that the universitys goals
do not get lost in the changing of the guard
His job here is also to raise public awareness
ofthe college and the wonderful education that

it provides Its time to polish that diamond in

the rough he concluded

The employees
of the old

bookstore would

like to thank

Kathy Roddy for

the outstanding

job she has done

as interim

bookstore

manager
We appreciate

you

TheSTlM



IIw Mad Column Musk Talk and Reviews
Mutt Thomas

much awaaed full length is out and

it is purely killer It is entitled

Seasons In The Size Of Days

and truly represents the wide

spread talent that Dwid and the

rest of the guys posses This

album is only for the very open

minded though it is very

aggressive and dark The

highlights include Rise
Millennial Reign and Season

Decided Fate In my opinion this

is probably the best thing they

have ever released this is very

mature album

The next thing from Victory is

bandthey have just signed by the

name of Cast Iron Hike from

Boston This band has recently put

out an EP on Trustkill Records

befor this The new full length

Watch It Burn includes one

song Boxed from the EP as

well as eleven other killer tracks

This band is not your typical

straight-edge hardcore band that

Victory puts out This band falls

more on the line of Quicksand

very complex musically with

more grown-up approach This

album has very wide spectrum

of musical influences but has

biting style all their own Definitely

good album

The next two releases are from

some veterans ofthe metal music

game Napalm Death and

Testament The new Napalm

Death Inside The Torn Apart

reaches out and grabs your
attention by using the traditional

Napalm fury with lot of groovy

stop-start parts My pick of the

litter includes Breed To Breathe

Birth In Regress and the title

track And of course its on

Earache Records.These guys will

be in Atlanta coming up in August

definitely show that the metal

enthusiast will want to check out

The Testament had lot of hype

surrounding it and it pretty much

lives up to it except for the title

Demonic Whats up with kids

these days it seems like the new

trend now is how many different

ways can we say the devil is cool

Anyway there is way too much

emphasis on satan its really

getting old Hey why dont you slit

your wrists and drink your own

bloodwhile chanting hail lucifer

and then see how cool you are

Anyhow got way off track just

feitlike being smart-alec oh well

The Testament has that heavy feel

with lot of different hooks taking

the listener from point to very

different point all in the same

song You never really know what

the song is going to do pretty good

consider how much Testament has

been through Track number 10

Ten Thousand Thrones is very

cool.It has lots-o-double bass

neat-o stuff

will now move on to some bands

that are not as well known as the

aforementioned bands The first

two are hardcore bands that

people should definitely know

about Fe26 and 59 Times The

Pain Fe26 is hardcore band on

Deep South Records which is

stationed in Charlotte North

Carolina This has some definite

Alice In Chains and Korn influence

musically and lyrically This is

pretty good record which is

entitled Wordly Story With

little confidence and the will to try

some different stuffto go with their

style this will be great band Hey
Ive got to give them credit they

did do very heavy cover version

of the Cars Cars The only

problem is that they have song

about satan what is the

fascination7 Somebody
PLEASE tell meflifi The 59 Times

The Pain has been on mywantlist

ever since read it was coming out

20% Of My Hand was released

on Burning Heart Records and

distributed by Revelation Records

in the great US of This band

rocks hard HOLY HARDCORE
this rocks These Swedes are

just amazing when it comes to

song writing Its fast yet well

thought out there are lot of cool

chugga chugga mosh parts as

well This is on my highly

recommended buy this or die

list When you buy it not if check

out With Instead Of Against

Dont Belong Here and When
Ends Never Meet
The last thing will mention for

this issue is the brand new

Megadeth Please no drum roll

this album doesnt deserve it At

least they didnt go as far as

Metallica did butyou can definitely

tell Dave Mustaine and the boys

are gefting old This is no where

near the traditional rip and thrash

Megadeth like Peace Sells

So Far So Good So What and

Rust In Peace The new one is

called Cryptic Writings and is on

Capital There are some good

points like the first single Truth

but overall useless you are true

Megadeth fan its not reallyworth

getting guess its true you
mellow out with age It looks like

you also lose your ability to write

good lyrics oh well nice try Dave

It looks like this is just another

example of the eighties thrash

bands losing the touch First

Metallica now Megadeth God

help us if Slayer puts out new

album and does cover of

Feelings

Well thats it for now

Remember bands coming to

Atlanta include Suicidal

Tendencies Masquerade July

17 Warped Tour Lakewood

August and Napalm Death

Masquerade August 17 My
email is mattwghrmindsPring

com and my show is Tuesday

nights at 800 Later

photo by Heather Damaske

guess will start off with even

more releases for 97 from Victory

Records Integrity yes Integrity the

lie sure to check out

more music reviews

onpagelo
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MOREARTS
ENTERTAINMENT

5nacase Cast iron Hike Morning ilgain Birdof ill

Omen Concert Review

WOWEE What show

this was Back on June 29th at the

Point Snapcase was headlining

truly awesome talented hardcore

line-up The first two bands were

from Florida and had been touring

together The first Bird of Ill Omen
sounded lot like Deadguy or

Bloodlet They had loads of energy

and one of the guitarists was

playing even though he had

broken foot The second band

Morning Again reminded me of

Vision of Disorder with Obituary

like vocals These guys had

plethora like that word of talent

This is the first time had ever

heard of this band was so

impressed that after the show

bought their CD Martyr

Then the first of the two

Victory Records bands came out

Cast Iron Hike for more info they

are also in my column for this

issue Cast Iron Hikes live sound

was practically perfection haven

heard band sound this good

live since saw Pro-Pain back in

October of 96 This band plays

with lot of emotion you can tell

thatthe musicians in this band are

meant to be together They were

supporting their new release

Watch It Burn They played for

pretty long time everyone seemed

very impressed with their live

sound This is band that truly

deserves to have live album

released Cast Iron Hike made the

statement didnt know Atlanta

had scene guess was wrong

Thai brought smile to my face

you bet we have scene

After blowing the crowd

away with their set Cast Iron Hike

leaves and out comes Snapcase

with their down to Earth look and

personalities The Buffalo NY
band just went straight into their

hardcore set This was very

active show that is one good thing

about predominately straight-

edge show there is usually no

beer spilt in the pit Anyway they

blasted through Caboose
Steps and Incarnation They

did cover of the Misfits She
which also appears on The Violent

WorldTribute To The Misfits Disc

They played for little while until

the Point turned the music on the

PA to hint thattime was up for this

show Instead ofjust saying O.K
another show done Snapcase

talked the Point into letting them

play two more songs dont thing

anyone wanted this show to end

but like all good things this show

did end unfortunately Snapcase

is still on tour supporting

Progression Through

Unlearning If you dont get the

chance to see them live you

should definitely check out their

new album

GWGR ElectHc Hellfire Club Puncre conceft review
MatE Thomas

Date June27th 1997 Location

Cotton Club Event The taking

over of Atlanta by GWAR As

stepped foot into the Cotton Club

with an old pair of jeans and

stained white shirt noticed

band playing with lots of smoke

and crazy lighting not to mention

creative hair styles The band was

Puncture an industrial/metal band

on MIA Records We got there

little late for their set we only saw

two songs After they did those

songs was sorry missed them

they were amazingly heavy yet

brilliantly sounding live really

want to see this band again

Then out came Electric

Hellfire Club Dave Stone

described them as kinda of

satanic disco for the nineties

described them as pitiful excuse

for band They sounded like crap

There whole purpose was to sing

about how satanic they are Wake

up guys this whole satan thing is

getting pretty damn old Can

anybody write songs with

meaning like GWAR Yeah
now there is band with meaning
GWAR Finally after mild

sensation of boredom set in

Electric Hellfire Clubs gets

on their little black bus and

to hell or

wherever

it is they

go so

they can

make
way for

They
came out

with their

classic

costumes

with cool

tharacte

to go

with their show It included

marriage with the Pope

conducting costume of course

They ended up cuffing his head

off with Blood squirting out into

the crowd They did this with

ducks rubber doll and

chicken They played Hate Love

off the

new
album
Carnival

Metal
Blade
while

devoured

this
chicken

fake of

course
They
took

shots Marilyn Manson making

fun ofthem thatwas pretty funny

We had stuff all over us which

explains why was wearing the

clothes that mentioned earlier

Red stuff yellow stuff blue stuff

green stuff was sliding all over

the dancefloor It was
unbelievable GWAR
aahhhhhhh Forthe encore they

came back out without their

costumes and played stuff from

their first album that was very

moment costumeless GWAR
playing songs from when they

began which dated back ten years

ago This is definitely show that

you must check out its not you
usual show of course GWAR is

not your usual band

itlatt Thomas

back

goes

The STiNG



The Travel Log
ilelen Spivak

The Irish Ferry set sail in the late afternoon was excited because this was my first trip

aboard large ship and it was also my first trip far out to sea was lithe nervous about

getting seasick if there were large waves but had no need to worry Being on board ship

was like being rocked in mothers arms didnt book berth because assumed could

sleep in deck chair and was concerned about the extra expense It was so pleasant to

hear the Irish accents it reminded me of my Irish friends from here and felt right at home
The ship had several bars and

clubs that were open almost

all nightwith live Irish music

tried to sleep in the chairs that

they gave us but it was
freezing cold went to one of

the stewards and asked that

our heat be adjusted soon

found out that the fabled Irish

fatalism was alive and well

His response was Well its

set by computer then isnt it

and never set his whiskey

down put on every garment

could in layers and still was

frozen to the bone did doze

off after few hours but then

didnt indulge in anything but

water thought that hangover combined with rough seas might put damper on the trip

as it did for some of my fellow passengers

took the train to Dublin and made my way to the hotel The one had originally chosen was

booked so went down the street to the Abraham House It was very clean and nice and

the rooms rented for 11 lbs Irish per night The dollar was about .7 to the lrish pound at the

time so it was about $1 per night The breakfast alone was worth several It consisted of

juice coffee with real cream and two freshly made Irish buns It was enough to get person

through mostoftheday The roomswereclean buta person neverknewwhotheywould be

sharing the room with Sometimes there were men and women together in the room but no

One was indiscreet There were people from all over the world which made the experience

even more interesting

The directorofthe hostel assured me that mostareas of Dublin were safeto walk at night

but pointed out the direction that might not be wise to travel in started my journey by

walking towards the center of town On the way looked atthe shop windows and did little

shopping for my friends back home They had Dilbert T-shirts for lbs Irish so bought an

Irish one for an engineer friend Another shop window was filled with baked goods and even

though was still too full from breakfast to even think about getting some took picture

because everything looked so good

made my way through town to Trinity College Just inside the gate there was kiosk

where students were selling tickets for guided tour joined the group about minutes into

the tour when the guide was explaining about some of the history of the buildings He

proceeded to tell about the twin trees in the courtyard They were sent from Oregon in the

1820s and have lived longer than they do in their native climate because of the slightly

milderwinters in Ireland After finishing the tour stood in line to see the exhibitand the book

of Kells They rotate parts of the book that they put on display and give very nice lecture

beforehand Itwas incredible to see the real thing

After seeing Trinity College proceeded on to St Patricks Cathedral As with

many other cathedrals in Europe it is impossible to capture the whole building

in one photograph Many of them were built and then added ontofor centuries

so that one

section looks very

different from the

others Inside St

Patricks was
surprised not to

see any priests

but ladies of the

church In the

narthex was an

exhibit of ancient

artifacts including

large stones one

of which was
found feet under

the traditional site

of St Patricks

well Inside the

church proper one could see the same type of gothic arches in other European

churches and beautiful stained glass windows

Walking back in the direction ofthe hostel could see the stonework of another

large church walked to it and took pictures from one end to the other about

one city block It is named Christ Church

Back at the hostel tiny little man started asking me questions in Gaelic for

quite awhile before the director got word in edgewise and explained that was
from America and didnt understand him had the strangest desire to grab hold

of him and force him to give me his gold

but managed to restrain myself The director

explained Iaterthatthe old man and his wife

lived atthe top ofthe hostel in the attic about
floors up andmanaged to get up and

down without any elevator The only thing

that could understand was when he asked

the director if was an Indian

talked to my hostel host about going to

Scotland but he told me thati wouldnt have

enough time to see it and see enough of

Ireland to say had seen the country so

decided to go to the west coast of Ireland

the next day by train Since had heard

about it and heard it was one of the most

beautiful places in the world decided to

go to Galway the next morning

Dublin

St Teresas Welcomes You

Burnt Hickory Ad

St Teresas

Episcopal Church

Ford Elemr-i
Ct

Due West Rd

DallasHwy GA 120

Services Ford Elementary School

1345 Mars Hill Rd NW

Times 800 am Holy Eucharist

900 am Sunday.School
1015 am Holy Eucharist

Office 609 Acworth-Due West Rd
Office Phone 770 590-9040

The STiNG



TIVITIE and RGANIZATIONS

Aational Socie4 of Black

Engineers
Contributed

Mission To increase the number of culturally responsible Black

Engineers to excel academically succeed professionally and

positively impact the community

The
Southern

Polytechnic

Society of

Black
Eng neers
also known

asSPSBE
has had

ye ry
successful

year
Weve had many memorable occurrences such as the National

Convention in Boston participation in the AIDS Walk
performances by UMOJA and Techfestjust to name few All

of which have enabled our chapter to give back little of that

which has been given to us Our efforts were rewarded nationally

with the Realon Ill Chaoter ofthe YearAward aaain as well as

the award for Regional Academic excellence SPSBE has

maintained its status as professional student-run organization

that provides each student with well-rounded education

Open hands open
hearts

Contributed

The residents of Southern Polytechnic really showed they do

have Big Hearts During the last two days of the quarter the

residents of Howell and Norton Dorms participated in charity

program sponsored by the Freshmen Experience Program

Instead of tossing their unwanted canned and dry goods in the

trash as they were packing up to leave for the summer the

students donated all ofthese unwanted items to the local charity

Must Ministries in Marietta This local charity helps the

homeless of Cobb County Some students even donated clothes

and shoes to support the effort In total the students donated

ten bags of food and bags of clothes

The Coordinator of the Freshmen Experience plans to make
this an annual event at the end of each Spring quarter with

donations being given to different local charities in the community
She believes that due to the fact ttat the students were given

such short notce abcut paricr ig he rogm they wl
definitey collect more next year ith mUCI more vance
Rr4 rpv rç

k- J1

Social ommunitiGroup
Contributed

The Social and

CommunityBuilding

Committee is here

to establish an on-

going set of

activities which will

assist employees to

get to know each

other better thus

helping to build

sense of community
Recent activities

have been several

walk-a-thons chili

cook off clerical

luncheons

From left sitting Anton Kashir Annette Gillespie Kelly Vizzini

Em McNair Dotty Maiuro Alberta Cook standing Vic Johnson

arm Kane Ann Hough Joyce Mills Charlene Mullis

travelogues and so forth Upcoming events include talent shows
summer picnics and other fun things

HAVE WILD SUMMER

HAVE YOU EVER

HAD AN

ENCOUNTER WITH

WILD
ANIMAL

STOP BYTHE STING OFFICE

AND TELL US YOUR STORY

WELL GIVE YOU

T-SHIRT FROM THE NEW

WARNER BROS MOVIE

WILD AMERICA
STARRING

JONATHAN TAYLOR THOMAS

WILD AMERICA
IS NOW OPEN IN

THEATERS

EVERYWHERE

The STMV



Southern Poly Ilmeture Radio Club

The Southern Polytechnic Amateur
Radio Club SPARC worked around the clock

on Saturday and Sunday June 28th and 29th

to participate in anational amateur radio

contest called field day Field day is an event

sponsored by the ARRL Amateur Radio Relay

League that encourages amateur radio

operators to make as many
contacts throughout the world

during 24-hour period Atthe end
of the contest scores are tallied

based on the number of contacts

made Extra points are given if

solar power or batteries are used

to make these contacts SPARC
managed to make around 400
contacts during this 24-hour period

using frequencies ranging from

Mhz to 1.2 0hz Modes of

operation included packet radio

television FM and side band
There was even solar powered
homemade radio used for the

contest

So what is Ham Amateur
Radio Some hams are attracted

by the ability tO communicate across the

country around the globe even with astronauts

on space missions Others build and

experiment with electronics Computer
hobbyists find packet radio to be low-cost

way to expand their ability to communicate
Some hams even use television to

communicate

Nobody knows when Amateur Radio

operators were first called Hams but we do
know that Amateur Radio is as old as the

history of radio itself Not longafter Guglielmo

Marconi an Italian experimenter transmitted

the Morse code letter from Poldhu Wales
to St Johns Newfoundland in 901 amateur

experimenters throughout the world were trying

out the capabilities of the first spark gap
transmitters In 1912
Congress passed the first

laws regulating radio

transmissions in the U.S By

19i4 amateur

experimenters were

communicating nation-

wide and setting up
system to relay messages
from coast to coast

whence the name
American Radio Relay

League in 1927 the

precursor agency to the

FCC was created by

Congress and specific

frequencies were assigned

for various uses including

ham bands

Its interesting to

note that although the origin

of the word ham is obscure every ham has

his or her own pet theory One holds that early

amateurs were called hams because they liked

to perform or ham it up on the air Another

proposes that the name came from the ham-
fisted waysome early amateurs handled their

code keys One of the most exotic holds that

ham is an acronym from the initials of three

college students who were among the first

radio amateurs Perhaps the easiest to accept
is that ham is derived from Am contraction

of Amateur

Those with competitive streak enjoy

DX contests where the object is to see how

many hams in distant locations they can
contact Some like the convenience of

technology that gives them portable

communication Others use it to open the door

to new friendships over the air or through

participation in one ofmore than 2000 Amateur

Radio clubs throughout the country

Hams are known mostly for their ability

to supply communications in emergency or

disaster situations.

Examples where hams
have made their mark by

supplying
communications during

disaster include hurricane

Hugo and the Oklahoma

City bombing Hams also

enjoy helping out with

events such as parades

walk-a-thons and even
the Olympics

If you look at the

dial on old AM radio and

youll see frequencies
marked from 535 to 1605

kilohertz Imagine that

band extended out many
thousands of kilohertz

and youll have some idea

of how much additional

Contributed

radio spectrum is available for amateur
governmentand commercial radio bands It is

here youll find aircraft ship fire and police

communication as well as the so-called short-

wave stations which are worldwide

com mercial and government broadcast
stations from the U.S and overseas Amateurs

are allocated nine basic bands i.e groups
of frequencies in the High Frequency HF
range between 1800 and 29700 kilohertz

and another seven bands in the Very High

Frequency VHF bands and Ultra High

FrequencyUHF ranges as well as Super
High Frequency SHF bands Even though

many Amateur Radio conversations may be
heard around the world given the right

frequency and propagation conditions

Amateur Radio is basically two-way
communication

For more information about the

Southern Polytechnic Amateur Radio Club

please contact Phil West at 770 437-9508
or send e-mail to pwest@mindspring.com
Club meetings are held in the student center

on the third Monday of each month

Phil West the president of theclub is making contact using

short-wave transciever The solar panels at the foot ofthe

table powered home-made radio

McMASTER-CARR SUPPLY
COMPANY

PART-TIME JOB OPPORTUNITY
MONDAY FRIDAY

145PM 645 PM
12.85/HOUR

comprehensive benefit package

Mc-Master-Carr Supply Company is

leader in the industry of industrial

supply distribution We have ex

panded our facility in Southwest

Atlanta and have part-time ware-

house postions available Responsi
bilities may include order filling

packing inventory putaway ship-

ping and receiving stable work

history dedicated work ethic and

felxibilty in work assignments are

required

PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON

Monday Friday

830 AM 430 PM
00 Fulton Industrial Blvd

Westlake Development

Atlanta GA 30336

404 349-9700

The vice-president Tom Armour is

using short-wave transciever to

communicate with Canadian radio

station

TheSlitiG



Southern Polytechnics Spring 1997 Deans List

EET
MET
MET
EET

CSci

JET

CNST
CET

JET

CPET

CSci

JET

PARC
CPET

CPET
JET

CET
ED

EET

CET
EET

MET
EET
CSci

MET
EET

CPET
ATET

ATET
MET
CET

PARC
CET

CNST
ATET

PARC
ARCH

MET
CPET

TPC

EET

CSci

CPET

CSci

EET

JET

CSci

CSci

CET
CNST

MGT
PARC
PARC

CSci

ARCH
AScii

TPC

EET

GENST
JET

ARCH
MET

Cordano Jlario Paolo

Cordell Timothy Ray

Crowe Donald David

Culbertson Chris

Cummings Zack Daniel

Curtis Shaundrea Racine

Danielson Carl-Magnus

Davarpanah Bahram

Davis Brian Jefferson

Dillard Cecil Lee

Du Chaoxia

Du Yongmei

Dunbar Chad Phillip

Ecker James Lamont

Edmondson Christy Leigh

Edmondson Michael Alan

Embrador Victor Jnigo

Epperson Jody

Evans Charles Lee

Fancher Timothy Granger

Farris David Lamar

Floyd Jeff Glenn

Fontenot Tony Bernard

Forest Romaric

Forrester Brian Edward

Fradenburg Jeny

Francis Matthew

Frank Glenn Eric

Fritz John

Gaither Daniel

Gandy Karen Louise

Garrett Calvin Jason

Geaman Gregory Scott

Gee Tamara Alise

Goforth Kevin Roger

Gospodareck Louis

Goumenis David Peter

Groover Ralph

Hamby Paul

Haneklau Maureen

Harris Edrick Jamon

Harris Marilyn Stephens

Harrison Heath Roland

Hart Mylan

Hart Richard Ellsworth

Harwell William Davis

Hemperley Olivia

Herr Troy Andrew

Hewett Todd

Hicks Bradley Ryan

Hicks Brennen Lee

Hodkin Jason Eugene

Hogan Steve Dennis

Houck Trevor Hall

Howze Lon Merrick

Huey Robert Fred

Huffman Jason Douglas

Hufstetler Mark Lewis

Hutcheson William

Jturralde Santiago

Jackson Dennis Allen

Jackson Lisa

Jarnagin Wendy Hicks

Johnson Joel

Johnson Meredyth Joan

Jones Jennifer JoAnne

Jordan Amber JoAnn

Jordan Richard Edwin

Judd Jennifer

Keener Michael Lee

Kobres Rudolph Paul

Konietzko David Neil

Kontos John

Kraus Shawn

Lacey William Gary

Lacy Dwayne Londell

Laity Christoph Thomas

Lammers Christopher

Lardet Geraldine

Laucher Robert Scott

Law Scott Bradley

Leslie John Brandon

Lewis Mark

Ly Tam Moe

Ma Shi-Peng

Madden Jeremy Shawn

Marks Kevin Scott

Martin Melissa Leigh

Marvin Andrea Nichole

Matthews Eddie Wayne

Mayer James Andrew

Mayfield Jason Wayne

Mazuca Jennifer

McCain Wiley Kirk

McCloskey Shawn

McDowell Stacie Lynn

McMichael James Scott

Miles David Vincent

MillerRonald James

Mohammed Terrence

Moon Ha Ni

Morris Benjamin

Moskovitz Ziv

Murphy Philip Gregory

Najam Rahil Shazad

Norton Richard

Novak Linda

ONeal Patrick Ryan

OSteen Jonathan

Oldham Michael Jason

Owens Quintina Dee

Pamplin Jason Andrew

Partamian James

Patel Bhaveshkumar

Patrick Michael Clay

Peters David Rogers

Phillips Benjamin

Phillips Nicole

Phillips Rodney Brian

Phipps William Clay

Polsue Leanne Hope

Prayor Demetrius

Raines Donny

Ralston Jobie
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ATET
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JET

CSci

TPC

CET

CET
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TPC

CSci

MET
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CPET

ED
MET
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BET

CETI

CSci

PARC

MATh
CET

ED
CSci
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JET

CET

CSci

ATET
BET

ARCH
BET

BET

MET
ATET

CSci

ARCH

CBT
JET

MET
CBL
BET

ATET
MET

ATET

METE
CBT
CSci

ATBT
PHYS

MATh
CPBr
CPBT

GENST
PARC

CSci

BET

MGT
ME1

JET

CET
MFG
CET

ATBT

CNST
CPET

PHY
CETI

MATE
CPBTI

CSc

PAR
MET

CB1

TEl

JB
PAR

MATF

BET

JET

MATI

CPET

CNS
El

EBT

CSc

CSc

CS

CSc

CE
CNS
ATE

CS

CS

CS

Csc

Aaron Carl Jeff

Adams Michael Scott

Alexander Aaron Lee

Allen William

Amastha Ruby

Amedie Liben Mohammed

Anderson Andrew

Anderson Brooke Curtis

Anderson Jerome Julius

Armour Seth Daniel

Arppe Jari Yrjo

Arthus Vincent Jerome

Asbell Donald Mark

Ashburn Floyd Theodore

Atkinson Christopher

Balkus Karen

Barron John

Bell Jason Blake

Berck Kenneth Arthur

Berry Rob

Bertelsen Chnstopher

Berzsenyi Jason Allen

Betanzos Michael

Biggers Fatima

Bishop Adam Yong

Bishop Daryl Joseph

Black Kenneth Irvin

Black Randy Wayne

Blanchard Melissa Jo

Blankenship Steven

Blasingame Edward

Brock Stephanie

Buchanan Brett

Butler Douglas James

Byers Carrie Annette

Byrd Kevin Leo

Cain Matthew Lynn

Camp Ed Stephens

Card Justin

Carolino Ronald Jay

Carpenter Philip Wayne

Carty Douglas Russell

Cason Corey

Caudle Michael Glenn

Chang Danny Fabricio

Chege Francis Thuku

Chen Hsih-Ming

Chen Yao-Hsuan

Cherry Melissa

Clark Anthony Shane

Clark Heasong Zackery

Cochran Joseph Anthony

Cole Pamela

Coley Dana

Collins Charlotte Leone

Collins Judith Ann

Combs Jeffrey Matthew

Combs Kedric Lavon

Connelly Amy
Constantine Andy

Conti Nikal

Cooper Curtis Nelson

MET
MET

CPBT
ARCH

JET

CPET

JET

CSci

CNST
CNST

BET

TPC

CPBT
CSci

TPC

CSci

CNST

PARC
GBNST

BET
CSci

BET

GENST
JET

MET
PHYS
ATET

CSci

CSci

MATh
CSci

CET

CPET
MGT
CPBT
MET

ATET

BET
ARCH
CNST

ED
CSci

CET
ID

GENST
BET
BET

CSci

MGT
BETI

CBT
PHYS
MET
MET

CPBT

BET
MGT
CBT
JET

ARCH
MET

Raper Tern

Richard Gabriel John

Rider Jaime Dawn

Robertson Ronald Gene

Rogers Kevin

Ronca Anthony Alexande

Rota Claudio

Samara Patrick Joseph

Sampson Gabriel

Sapp Travis

Scott Michael Walenty

Seddon Andrew

Senior Monica Agnes

Shukri Raad Maher

Silver Winfred Jackson

Sims Kathryn

Sisk Wesley Marion

Skeen Donald Clemens

Smaliwood Rhonda

Smith Charles

Smith Gary Alan

Smith Paul Hilton

Snow Jody Lane

Spraybeny Kelly Gene

St Pierre Michelle

Starling Douglas Shawn

Staron Lance Andrew

Stephens Steve Nicholas

Stone David Jackson

Stovall Francelio

Stover Todd George

Stusak Jessica

Sund Scott Allen

Swartzlander Amanda

Sy Dux Raymond Ang

Sylla Mamadou

Tamura Katsuyuki

Tate Larry Dale

Taylor John Geoffrey

Thomas Huey

Tucker Anita Holcomb

Turman Therese Denise

Tuten Elizabeth Kay

Twiggs Jonathan Randall

Tyson Ann Marie

Van Zant Mark Stephan

Vizuete Marco Vinicio

Wagner Richard

Waldo David Todd

Weems Derrick Lewis

Wiggle Robert Frank

Wilfong Christopher

Wilkie Kevin Robert

Williams Tania Maria

Wilson Douglas Wade

Winters Daniel Brian

Wittenberg Jennifer

Wright Michael Anthony

Wyvill Verena

Yoshizumi Yoshimi

den Haring David
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